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Abstract

As one of mobile agent applications, many systems which provide continuous service for users moving on a network have been proposed. In these systems, because a movement of mobile agents is performed after a user movement, users must wait for arrival of mobile agents. To reduce users' waiting time, we propose a fundamental framework for mobile agent systems where an agent can move precedingly before a user movement. In our framework, it is assumed that computers are connected on a network and users with writable devices move on the network. The framework supports preceding movement of mobile agents based on prediction using movement history of users. Because the prediction may be wrong, the framework also provides the following movement of mobile agents. Moreover, the framework provides a recovery method of mobile agents in service in case that mobile agents disappear due to problems such as their bugs. Because we provide some APIs, via which various functions of our framework are accessed, developers of mobile agent systems can easily use our framework using the APIs. We implemented an experimental agent system using the APIs and confirmed that the framework performed correctly using the experimental system.

1 Introduction

A mobile agent is a software program which can autonomously move among computers on a network. When a mobile agent moves, it holds not only its program text but also its state of execution. Mobile agents are therefore expected to be used for many kinds of applications such as information gathering by moving among computers, distributed computing, and so on. As typical applications using mobile agents, some systems providing continuous service for users who move among computers on the system are considered. In the systems, continuous service can be performed by moving mobile agents automatically as users move, and user movement can be also automatically detected using sensing technologies such as an RFID tag technologies and image processing technologies. Thus, users can receive continuous service transparently to physical configuration of computers and/or net-works.

As conventional systems providing continuous service, the system by Bates et al.[1], NetChaser[2], LocALE[3], f-Desktop[4] and FollowingSpace[5] have been proposed. In these systems, after a user receiving service by a mobile agent at a computer (say A) departs from the computer A and arrives at another computer (say B), the mobile agent starts to move from the computer A to the computer B. In other words, agent movement follows user movement in the conventional systems. Thus, such following mechanism forces users to wait for arrival of mobile agents, and consequently users suffer some waiting time until the service by mobile agents starts. Though the allowable value of the waiting time depends on the contents of the services provided by agents, the waiting time seems to become considerably large in such services that agents need to involve large amount of data like image data and agents need to perform large amount of computation before starting to provide services at the arrived computer, and consequently the waiting time of such service seems to exceed their allowable values frequently. Thus, it is important to consider a strategy to shorten the waiting time.

In this paper, we propose a fundamental framework with which agent application developers can easily implement mobile agent systems where mobile agents can arrive at a computer precedingly before user's arrival at the computer. The framework automatically detects the user's departure from a computer, and then it immediately moves the copies of the corresponding mobile agent to computers (target computers), one of which the user probably arrives at, and consequently the waiting time drastically decreases. Because we use such the strategy that copies agents in order to provide the preceding mechanism, when such copy is repeatedly done, a situation that many unnecessary copies exist at the same time may occur. In order to avoid the situation, we introduce a generation number for each agent. Each agent initially has the generation number of zero when it is generated and each copy of an agent with the generation number n has the generation number n+1. An agent with the largest (newest) generation number serves their corresponding user, and the other agents are automatically removed. The framework also provides the following mechanism,
because target computers are predicted using movement history of the agent and the prediction may be wrong. Moreover, the framework provides agent backup and restore mechanisms against disappearance of agents due to problems such as their bugs. We have designed and implemented the preceding, following, backup and restore mechanisms and we provide some APIs, using which developers of agent systems can easily use the mechanisms. Moreover, we have implemented an experimental agent system using the APIs and we have verified the framework using the experimental system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the design of the mechanisms. In Section 3, we describe the implementation and APIs. In Section 4, the experimental system is described and the verification is performed.

2 Design of the Framework

2.1 Underlying Environment

Figure 1 shows underlying environment of our framework. An agent platform such as AgentSpace[6] is implemented in each host and agents can move in a network using a moving function of the platform. A sensor attached to each host can communicate with a rewritable device attached to each user. Using the sensors and the devices, the framework can detect arrival and departure of users and move agents which provide services for users. The management server is used for management of the framework.

2.2 Required Mechanism

In the subsection, we describe the preceding, following, backup and restore mechanisms, and the generation management mechanism which guarantees that an agent with the newest generation number serves the corresponding user.

2.2.1 Preceding Mechanism

As described earlier, we predict hosts (target hosts), one of which a user probably arrives at. If the prediction is wrong with a high probability, then the preceding mechanism obviously does not perform well. Thus, it is very important to consider a method which can predict target hosts with a high probability. A trivial method which can predict target hosts with the probability of one is the method that all the hosts in the network are target hosts. However, the method cannot be adopted from the view point of the scalability. In this paper, we adopt the following method based on an idea that users move in the same way as their past movement patterns with a high probability.

In order to know past movement pattern of each user, we record movement history of each agent. Movement history is a list of pairs of the generations of the corresponding agent and the hosts where the agent provides service for the user. Figure 2 shows an example of movement history. The example means that, the agent was originally generated at the host A and then moved to the host C, increasing the generation number by one, and so on, and currently the agent with the generation number 19 stays at the host B. We describe how to create movement history in the subsection 2.2.4.

Before an agent system using the framework runs, it tell the framework about the values of the two numbers $x$ and $y$. The number $x$ is the maximum number of target hosts, and $y$ is the maximum number of hosts included in the past movement list which is defined as follows. When the value of a parameter $y'$ is specified, the past movement list PML($y'$) is a list of $y'$ hosts at which an agent arrived in the last $y'$ generations. For example, PML(5) is (A, C, A, C, B) in Fig. 2. When the framework detects the departure of a user from the current host, it determines target hosts using the following procedure.

(0) Initialize the temporary variables $x' = x$ and $y' = y$.
(1) Find PML($y'$) from the corresponding movement history. For example, when $x' = 3, PML(3) = (A, C, B)$ in Fig. 2.
(2) Excepted for PML($y'$) itself, find all sublists of the movement history which are identical to PML($y'$), and find the hosts which are located at the next positions of the sublists. In Fig. 2, when $y' = 3$, we find the sublist (A, C, B) in the generations 0-2, (A, C, B) in the generations 4-6 and (A, C, B) in the generations 10-12 and find the host D in the 3rd generation, C in the 7th generation and C in the 13th generation, respectively.
(3) If the number of the hosts found in the step (2) is less than or equal to $x'$, select all the hosts as target hosts and go to the step (4). Otherwise select $x'$ hosts in the decreasing order of the occurrence number in the step (2) and select such hosts as target hosts. If the occurrence numbers of hosts are equal to each other, the host whose corresponding generation number is larger takes precedence over the other host. For example, we select the all hosts C and D when $x' = 3$, and we select the host C when $x' = 1$.
(4) If the number $c$ of the current target hosts is equal to $x$ or $y' = 1$, then terminate the procedure. Otherwise,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generation</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: An Example of Movement History
set \( x' = x - c \) and \( y' = y' - 1 \), and go back to the step (1), where we ignore hosts which have been already selected as target hosts in the step (2). For example, when \( x = 3 \) and \( y = 3 \), the steps (1)-(3) first find the current targets hosts \( C \) and \( D \) \((c = 2)\), and \( x' = 3 - 2 \), and \( y' = 2 \). And then the step (2) finds the host \( A \) and \( F \). The step (2) selects the host \( A \) because the corresponding generation number of \( A \) is greater than that of \( F \).

After the target hosts are selected, each copy (say a child agent) of the agent (say the parent agent) prece- dently moves toward each of the target host. If the gen- eration number of the parent agent is \( n \), that of each child agent becomes \( n + 1 \). The parent agent remains at the cur- rent host during a certain period of time and then disap- pears. Because the parent agent remains, the design of the following mechanism become easy as described in the next subsection.

When a user arrives at a host, the generation number of the agent which the user requires has been already recorded in the rewritable device of the user as described in 2.2.4. If there exists an agent with the same generation number as the recorded number at the host, a pair of the generation number of the agent and the host’s name is appended into the movement history, and the agent starts to serve the user. That is, it means that the precedent mecha- nism successfully works. Otherwise, that is, if there does not exist such an agent, it means the precedent mechanism fails, and the following mechanism takes over.

2.2.2 Following Mechanism

When the preceding mechanism fails, a host (say \( A \)) at which a user arrives first searches the host (say \( B \)) where the corresponding agent stays and bring the agent from the host \( B \) as follows. As described earlier, a list of the hosts where the agent served is recorded as the movement history. Thus, we can know the last host (the host \( B \)) where the user stayed from the movement history. And also as described earlier, the parent agent of the corre- sponding agent remains at the host \( B \). Based on the facts, the host \( A \) first knows the host \( B \) and then requests the host \( B \) to move a copy (a child agent) of the parent agent to the host \( A \). Receiving the request, the host \( B \) makes a child agent (whose generation number is greater than that of the parent agent by one) and send it to the host \( A \). When the child agent arrives at the host \( A \), the pair of the generation number of the child agent and the host’s name is appended into the movement history, and the child agent starts to serve the user.

2.2.3 Backup and Restore Mechanism

As described in the subsection 2.2.1, the preceding mechanism makes copies of an agent. The backup mecha- nism transfers one of the copies to the management server as a backup of the agent, where the generation number of the transferred copy remains unchanged unlike the prece- dencing mechanism. Some additional information, that is, \textit{the user identifier, the agent name, the backup time and the removing condition} are also transferred to the server. The user identifier is the tag ID of the rewritable device of the user, and the agent name is the name of the executable program corresponding to the agent in the operating sys- tem on the host. The removing condition is one for re- moving the backup. We specify the maximum number of backups, the maximum disk capacity and backup duration as the conditions, and if one of the conditions is violated, some of the backup are removed.

In addition to such automatic backup operation, the framework also provides manual backup operation which performs a similar transfer to the automatic operation when it is explicitly called by an agent system on the framework.

The automatic restore operation is triggered when the framework detects the disappearance of an agent in ser- vice. The disappearance is detected as follows. Each agent in service regularly informs the framework of its existence using such a message "I-am-alive". If such in- formation does not arrive at the framework, it determines that an agent disappears. When the framework detects the disappearance, it automatically transfers the most recent backup from the server to the host where the disappear- ance is detected.

We additionally provide manual restore operation. In the manual operation, an agent system on the framework can specify a backup on the server. For example, the agent system can specify the backup with a specified generation number. When the manual operation is explicitly called by an agent system, it transfers the specified backup from the server.

2.2.4 Generation Management Mechanism

In this paper, because only an agent with the same gen- eration number as that of the rewritable device of a user can start to serve the user, the timing of changing the num- bers of each agent and each rewritable device is impor- tant. As described in the previous subsection, the gener- ation number of each agent is increased by one when the agent is duplicated from its parent agent. On the other hand, the generation number of each rewritable device is changed as soon as its owner starts to be served by the cor- responding agent. That is, the generation number of each rewritable device is greater than that of the corresponding agent by one during the service. By doing that, even if the user departs from the host at an arbitrary time, we can keep the generation number of each rewritable device the newest and consequently an agent with the newest generation number can start to serve its user.

Disappearance of unnecessary agents is performed us- ing the generation numbers of each agent and each rewritable device as follows.

Figure 3 shows an example of a family tree of agents. The agent \( A \) generates the child agents \( B, C \) and \( D \) and similarly only one child \( C \) generates its child agents \( E, F \) and \( G \) by the preceding mechanism. Note that only one agent in each generation generates child agents. Agents which dose not generate a child agents, that is, the agents \( B, E, D \) and \( G \) in Fig. 3, are unnecessary. Such agents automatically disappear as follows. We set a timer with a timeout value for every agent. Though the timer stops if the corresponding agent becomes a parent agent, that is, it
generates a child agent, otherwise the timer fires after the timeout duration and the agent automatically disappears with the firing as a trigger.

Disappearance of each agent which becomes a parent agent is performed as follows. As soon as a child agent starts to serve the corresponding user, the starting is notified to its parent agent. When the parent agent receives the notification, it automatically disappears.

Using the two disappearing mechanisms described above, every agent can automatically disappear when it becomes unnecessary. In this paper, in addition to the mechanisms, we provide two disappearing mechanism in order to remove unnecessary agents as soon as possible. One is the mechanism that an agent (say X) automatically disappears if there exists an agent (say Y) with larger generation number at a host and the agent X is not the parent of the agent Y, because the agent X is unnecessary. For example, if the agents B and F exist in a host at the same time, the former disappears. And if the agents A and E simultaneously exist in a host, the former also disappears. However, even if the agent C and E simultaneously exist in a host, the former does not disappear because C is the parent of E. The other additional disappearing mechanism is the mechanism that when a user with the rewritable devices with the generation number n+2 arrives at a host, if there exist an agent (say X) with smaller generation number and it is not the parent agent of an agent with the generation number n+2, then the agent X disappears, because the agent X is unnecessary. For example, in Fig. 3, when a user with a rewritable device with the generation number n+2 arrives at the host where the agent B exists, B disappears. However, when the user arrives at the host where the agent C exists, C does not disappear because C is the parent agent of agents with the generation number n+2.

3 Implementation of the Framework

3.1 System Configuration

As described in the section 2, our framework provides the preceding, following, backup, restore and generation management mechanisms. The mechanisms are implemented using the following system side agents as shown in Fig. 4.

[Manager Agent (MA)] Each MA is a static agent which is stationed in each host and performs movement management of user agents (simply UAs hereafter) and the generation management mechanism.

Movement management of UAs is performed based on movement of users. In the preceding mechanism, the MA at a host where a parent UA exists receives a list of target hosts and hands the list to the parent UA which generates child UAs and each child UA moves to each target host. In the following mechanism, first the MA (say X) in a host (say A) at which a user with the rewritable device with the generation number n arrives receives the name of a host (say B) where the parent UA of child UAs with the generation number n exists from the server, and using the name of the host B, MA X requests the MA (say Y) in the host B to send a child UA of the parent UA to the host A. MA Y informs the parent UA of the name of the host A. The parent UA generates a child UA and the child UA moves to the host A. Using the movement management described above, the UA which a user wants to be served can wait for the user in the preceding mechanism or can arrive at the host at which the user arrives in the following mechanism. The UA starts to serve for the user as soon as the MA on the host orders the UA to serve. The backup and restore mechanisms are also performed using MAs as described later. As the generation management mechanism, MAs remove unnecessary UAs and maintain the generation numbers of writable devices and UAs.

[Sensor Agent (SA)] Each SA is a static agent which is stationed in each host. Using the sensor, after the SA detects an event of user arrival or departure, it informs the corresponding MA of the event. As soon as a UA starts to serve a user, the SA increases the generation number of the rewritable device via the sensor. Introducing SAs enables the framework to use various kinds of sensors by changing SAs only.

[Communication Agent (CA)] Unlike MAs and SAs, CAs are ephemeral mobile agents. MAs use CAs to send various information to other MAs. When an MA (say X) has information which should be sent to another MA (say Y), MA X generates a CA and hands the information to the CA. The CA moves to the host where MA Y exists and hands the information to MA Y, and then the CA disappears at the host.

[Backup and Restore Agent (BA)] BAs are static agents and perform the backup and restore mechanisms. As soon as a UA starts to serve in a host, the MA in the host generates the corresponding BA and informs the BA of control information such as the UA name, user identifier, the generation number. In the backup operation, the BA receives the executable image of the UA from the UA and creates a backup by merging the control information and the executable image together and then transfers the backup to the management server.

In the restore operation, the BA receives a backup from the server and extracts the executable image and then in-
forms the MA of the completion of the restore operation. Then the MA runs the executable image as a UA. BAs also detect disappearance of UAs using a kind of alive message from the corresponding UA and a timeout mechanism.

Figure 5 shows environment of the implementation of the framework. In this paper, as described earlier, we adopt AgentSpace as an agent platform. Because our framework and AgentSpace are both written in the Java language, they can be used on many kinds of operating systems.

3.2 APIs for Agent System Developers

We provide some APIs for agent system developers. They can easily implement agent systems using the APIs. The APIs are installed into our framework as a Java class library named UABASE. Thus, the developers can use the mechanisms of our framework by just inheriting the UABASE class as shown in Fig. 6. There are two most important class methods (functions) which must be written by the developers, startService and stopService methods. MAs use the former method to request UAs to start services and the developers write the content of the services in the method. On the other hand, MAs use the latter method to request UAs to stop services and the developers write the finishing operation of the services in the method.

3.3 Example of Agent Behavior

Suppose that, as shown in Fig. 7, a UA with the generation number n (say UA_n) currently serves a user at the host A with the rewritable devices with the generation number n+1, and after the user departs from the host A, the user arrives at the host B. Focusing on agent behavior in the preceding mechanism, such situation can be described in detail as follows.

(1) The user departs from the host A.
(2) The SA detects the departure and informs the MA in the host of the departure.
(3) The MA informs UA_n of the finish of the service.
(4) In order to perform the preceding mechanism, the MA obtains a list of target hosts from the management server. We assume that the MA obtains the hosts B and D as the target hosts.
(5) The MA informs UA_n that the target hosts are B and D.
(6) UA_n generates two child agents UA_{n+1}, and they are transferred to the hosts B and D by the preceding mechanism.
(7) A UA_{n+1} arrives at the host B.
(8) The UA_{n+1} informs the MA in the host B of its arrival.
(9) The user arrives at the host B.
(10) The SA in the host B detects the user arrival and obtains the generation number n+1 which is recorded in the rewritable device.
(11) The MA confirms the existence of the UA_{n+1}.
(12) The MA requests the SA to increase the generation number of the rewritable device.
(13) The MA requests the UA_{n+1} to start to serve the user.
(14) The MA requests the server to update the movement history.

4 Experiment for Verification of the Framework

Figure 8 shows experiment environment, where the OS on the host A is FreeBSD 4.9R, the OSs of the host B and C are Windows XP and the OS on the host D is Windows 2000. AgentSpace[6] is installed on the hosts A–C and the host D is used as the management server. RFID tags
Figure 8: Experiment Environment

were used as rewritable devices and RFID reader/writer was used as the sensor of every host. We implemented a simple agent system called Editor Agent whose source code has already shown in Fig. 6. Each UA of the system is a kind of an editor window. We set the maximum number of target hosts with 2 and the maximum number of hosts in the past movement list with 1 in the preceding mechanism, and set a timeout value of each UA with 30 seconds, that is, every agent which dose not become a parent agent disappears after 30 seconds.

In the initial state of the experiment, the MA and SA are running on each host except for D and the server is also running on D, and the movement history is empty.

Under the environment and the initial state described above, we have confirmed that all the mechanisms described in the subsection 2.2 works correctly. For example, the following mechanism was verified by confirming the following steps (1)~(5) in this order.

1. In the initial state, when a user arrived at the host B, a UA (say UA_3) was newly generated and started to serve.
2. When the user departed form B, the preceding mechanisms failed, because only B was registered in the movement history and consequently the server could not determine target hosts.
3. When the user arrived at the host C, a child agent UA_1 of UA_3 was generated at B, moved to C and started to serve at C according to the following mechanism.
4. When the user departed from C, the preceding mechanism again failed, because the content of the movement history was (B, C) and consequently the server could not determine target hosts.
5. When the user again arrived at B, a child agent UA_2 of UA_1 was generated at C, moved to B and started to serve at B according to the following mechanism.

The preceding mechanism was verified by confirming the following steps (6)~(11) in this order.

6. Following the step (5), when the user again departed from B, the preceding mechanism successfully worked, that is, the server determined that the target host was C because the content of the movement history is (B, C, B) and a child agent UA_2 of UA_3 precededly moved to C.
7. The user did not arrive at C but the host A, that is, prediction in the step (6) was wrong. Thus, a child agent UA_1 of UA_2 was generated at B, moved to A and started to serve at A according to the following mechanism.
8. When the user departed from A, the preceding mechanism again failed, because the content of the movement history is (B, C, B, A) and consequently the server could not determine target hosts.
9. When the user again arrived at B, a child agent UA_4 of UA_1 was generated at A, moved to B and started to serve at B according to the following mechanism.
10. When the user departed from B, the preceding mechanism successfully worked, that is, the server determined that the target hosts were A and C because the content of the movement history is (B, C, B, A, B) and two child agents UA_2 and UA_1 of UA_4 precededly moved to A and C, respectively.
11. When the user again arrived at A, UA_3 which precededly waited for the user started to serve.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a fundamental framework for mobile agent systems where a mobile agent can move to a computer preceedently before a user arrives at the computer in addition to a classical following mechanism where an agent arrives at a computer after the arrival of the user. The framework predicts computers, one of which a user arrives at with a high probability, and moves an agent to each of such computers before the arrival of the user. The prediction is based on the movement history where the sequence of the computers at which the user visits, in order to correctly predict such computer with a high probability. The following mechanism is provided in case that the prediction is wrong. Moreover, the framework also provides backup and restore mechanisms in case that disappearance of agents due to problems such as their bugs. One of our future works is to evaluate our framework qualitatively and quantitatively. Another work is to improve the reliability of our framework. Because the management server of our framework becomes a single point of failure, its decentralization is required.
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